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Additions and modifications to Geotab
Geotab 8.090_2018-04-25








Addition of horizontal scrolling in the tables
Addition of tablet’s information in About
Addition of vertical scrolling in Export
Correction to the wordwrap in the N4_OVER column
Correction to the display of the N = 100 value in the Pen Test column
Correction when adding a boring via the Boring entry form
Addition of lists of tables and / or views in the More Tables entry form

Geotab 8.090_2018-04-10



Sys_user updated only during a version change
Correction when opening Casings or Trench if the boring wasn’t saved

Geotab 8.090_2018-04-06
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2 official version
Export of projects to FTP sites or via email
Generation of PDF reports, or PNG with Android versions < 4.4
Emailing of PDF or PNG log reports
Trench entry form (types TP, TR, HA) or Casings (other types) incorporated in Boring entry form
Customized field selection for the entry forms
Depth increment for samples
Addition of boring by copying the relevant information
Conversion of length and depth units per entry form (meters, feet, inches, centimeters)
Imposed depth scale (parameters)
Unit system in Site entry form
Editing of the description directly in the selection matrix
Automatic update of the database at its first opening
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Modification of the polynomial equation to use COEFF_A instead of the value x 10
Modification of the File Dialog to facilitate the file selection
Modification of the photo and drawing names from Sampling form to include the sampling number
Modification of file names to remove prefixes
Plan view in Boring entry form (Beta version)
Generation of a QR code per sample (Beta version)

Geotab 8.082_2018-01-31



Correction to the month and minute after reopening the calendar
Correction when entering the manual code (without internet access)

Geotab 8.081_2017-11-17



Correction when taking photos in Android 7 - use of SdkVersion 23 instead of 25
Correction when opening the complete forms - to force saving

Geotab 8.080_ 2017-08-18
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